
 
 

V-Ray Stereoscopy Sample Lesson Plan 
 

This document gives a basic sample lesson plan for a lecture on setting up a stereoscopic rendering with V-Ray.   

 

LECTURE 

How to set up and use V-Ray stereoscopy: 

 Discuss overall concept of stereoscopy, and its use in V-Ray: 

 How stereoscopy works, and why it works  

 Concept of two cameras, actual or virtual 

 Concepts of interocular distance, focal plane, parallax 

 Know the viewing system before setting parameters and rendering 

 Next, review some existing renders or images that show examples of possible usages of stereoscopy: 

 In 3D movies: What is the viewing system? 

 In 3D TV: What is the viewing system? Is it the same as for movies? 

 Examples of good and bad stereoscopy (focal distance well-chosen vs. poorly-chosen) 

 Gaseous substances  

 Some suggested talking points are: 

 Details on different types of viewing systems 

 Different methods for setting up stereoscopy (Camera Attributes, camera rig, StereoRig) 

 Juggling interocular distance, focal distance, and other parameters to get the right mix  

 Role of depth of field in stereoscopy 

 “Magic Eye” images are an example of changing focal distance 

 Why poor stereoscopy can cause physical discomfort 

 Then you could begin talking about some of the important attributes of V-Ray stereoscopy camera settings 

 Let them know this is an intro to the attributes and they will have a chance to see them at work during 

the Demo and the Activity stages of the Learning Cycle 

 You will find a lot of material to use in the academic portal as well as cutting and pasting any additional 

information from the relevant documentation pages (docs.chaosgroup.com) 

 We have created PowerPoint slides with much of this information you can use directly, or use your own slides 

 It’s important to give your students a handout of some of this material that’s covered in your lecture, using the 

academic content provided as well as any of your own materials. This is so the students can reference the 

definitions and settings easily 



 
 
 

DEMONSTRATION 

Here you will want to use the provided scene files (or your own) to demonstrate how to use V-Ray stereoscopy settings. 

 We provide a START and an END scene file for these projects to give you an idea of where the process goes 

from beginning to end 

 You will also find a Step by Step handout to help prepare you and/or to use as a handout in class for the 

students to follow along 

 You can make any intermediate file steps to customize your own demonstration 

 You can use the slides presented, or cut and paste from them, to illustrate the settings you are using in your 

demo. Feel free to hand these out as PDFs or printed materials 

 

ACTIVITY 

And lastly, you will want to hand out the START scenes that we provide (or your own) that will allow your students to 

recreate what you have just demonstrated. 

 You may also create different scenes and challenges that cover the same basic information presented in the 

Lecture and Demo, of course 

 


